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REBUTTAL TESTIMONY OF 1 

ROGER CRUSE 2 

I. WITNESS IDENTIFICATION AND BACKGROUND 3 

Q1. Please state your name, business address and present position. 4 

A. My name is Roger Cruse.  My business address is 370 South Main Street; Decatur, 5 

Illinois; 62523-1479.  I am employed by Ameren Services Company ("Ameren Services") 6 

as a Senior Environmental Scientist in the Environmental, Safety & Health ("ES&H") 7 

Department.  Ameren Services provides technical, financial, and other advisory services 8 

to Ameren Corporation's ("Ameren") subsidiaries, including Illinois Power Company 9 

(d/b/a AmerenIP).   10 

Q2. Please summarize your educational background and professional experience. 11 

A. I received a Bachelor of Arts degree in Environmental Studies from Sangamon State 12 

University – Springfield in 1980.  I received a Master of Arts degree in Environmental 13 

Studies from the University of Illinois at Springfield in 2003.  I began my employment 14 

with Illinois Power Company in 1988 as an Environmental Specialist in the 15 

Environmental Programs Department.  I was assigned to my current position in 1999. 16 

Q3. What are your duties and responsibilities in your present position? 17 

A. My duties primarily include development and implementation of environmental 18 

compliance strategies for Ameren operations as they relate to existing and proposed 19 

environmental projects.  An example is construction site storm water runoff permitting 20 

requirements of the Illinois Environmental Protection Agency ("IEPA") as they apply to 21 

Ameren construction activities.  Other examples would be the preparation of appropriate 22 
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documentation identifying potential impacts to designated state natural areas regulated by 23 

the Illinois Nature Preserves Commission ("INPC") and the United States Fish & Wildlife 24 

Service ("USFWS"), and state cultural resources regulated through the Illinois Historic 25 

Preservation Agency ("IHPA"). 26 

Q4. What is the purpose of your Rebuttal Testimony? 27 

A. The purpose of my rebuttal testimony is to respond to the concerns raised by Interveners 28 

regarding electric and magnetic fields ("EMFs") emitted by power lines. 29 

DISCUSSION OF EMFS 30 

Q5. What are EMFs? 31 

A. EMFs consists of two fields—one electric and the other magnetic.  Electric fields in the 32 

vicinity of overhead high-voltage transmission lines are a result of voltage on the line 33 

conductors. Magnetic fields are caused by current flowing in the line conductors.  All 34 

wires that carry current produce electric and magnetic fields.  As a result, there are 35 

numerous sources of EMFs, including household wiring, electric appliances and motors, 36 

and fluorescent and incandescent lighting.  In fact, EMFs are produced by human 37 

neuromuscular activity and even the earth itself. 38 

Q6. Do power lines produce EMFs? 39 

A. Yes.  All electrical conductors such as power lines produce EMFs when current is flowing 40 

through them. 41 

Q7. Are EMFs harmful? 42 

A. The general consensus of the scientific community is that the evidence for any harmful 43 

effect related to EMFs is inconclusive. 44 
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Q8. Certain Interveners assert that EMFs from high voltage power lines can be harmful.  45 

What is your response? 46 

A. Interveners rely on a number of "fact sheets," reports and epidemiological studies that 47 

assert there is an association between power lines and various illnesses, and in particular 48 

childhood cancer.  An "association" in epidemiology (statistical analysis of disease 49 

occurrence in a population) does not mean that a factor "causes" or even "contributes" to a 50 

specific result, but rather the result tends to occur in the presence of, or in conjunction 51 

with, the factor.  Although some studies have concluded an association exists between 52 

EMFs and certain illnesses, most studies have concluded that there is no evidence of any 53 

causal link between EMFs and human health, or that the evidence is weak.  In fact, only 54 

epidemiological studies have identified any such linkage.  Laboratory research studies, for 55 

the most part, have not substantiated claims that EMFs pose a health risk.  56 

A. Are there other factors that support Ameren's position that EMFs have minimal 57 

impact on human health? 58 

Yes.  The electric utility industry is a highly regulated entity.  However, there is only one 59 

regulatory standard that even relates to EMF.  The National Electric Safety Code imposes 60 

a level of electric field measurement directly underneath transmission lines.  This standard 61 

only applies to the prevention of electrical shock, and does not equate to a specific 62 

regulation of EMFs.  In fact, there are no local, state or federal standards that regulate the 63 

level of EMFs emanating from electrical conductors.  64 

Q9. Has Ameren taken any steps to address Interveners' concerns about EMFs? 65 

A. Although Ameren does not believe that high voltage power lines pose a health risk, 66 

Ameren has, for a variety of reasons, sought to minimize the number of residences, 67 

daycare centers, schools, and hospitals in proximity to the proposed transmission lines. 68 
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Q10. Does this conclude you testimony? 69 

A. Yes.  70 


